
Sticks and Tissue No 47 – October 2010
I’d like to thank all the contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be possible.

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to or phone 
01202 625825       JamesIParry@talktalk.net     

Thanks to Mark Venter back issues are available for download from   http://www.cmac.net.nz/

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the compiler/publisher 
of Sticks and Tissue. The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s “as I receive and put in”

Ron Moulton who passed away on 8 October 2010.  Here he is on 5 June 2010 at St Albans camera 
around neck, mug of tea and windsock in background surrounded by model aeroplanes!  It doesn’t stop 
there Gordon Yeldham of Wessex Essex Club and noted speed flyer died on 4 June 2010.
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The Mistral from October 1944 Aeromodeller.  There were no photos or write up.
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Following on from last month here are more photos from John McKenzie

(All photos are by John McKenzie except the two shown as credit to Rob Leigh 2009).

           

FE2b complete at the un-veiling ceremony at RAF 
museum ..Hendon ..London .....2009.
 

My FE2b Reproduction at RAF museum Hendon ...Note 
the number of struts 26 ...plus the 4 hollow spruce 20 Ft 
long "Outriggers".  Within this 26 number, there are 10 
different types / shapes and sizes ...Note that they are all 
considerably thicker /greater section in the centres, and 
taper over a "Curve" profile towards their extremities....All 
are French polish/ varnished . 
(Ref....Fabric, painted black and assembly at the museum 
 by G. Blacks company ).

My Reproduction FE2b at Hendon .......(Photo Bob 
Leigh ....please credit ).......Gives a good impression of the 
size, 12 Ft high .....Some 48 + Ft span and about 32 Ft long  
!..And it weighs Well over a Ton ! (Photo Rob Leigh)

       

                          

The Wind -driven Air 
Pump (a small air compressor, the size of a model engine) for 
pressurising the petrol tanks ..., fitted within its streamlined 
aluminium casings ..These were from 24 swg Aluminium sheet 
...with Dural propeller . ...All these I made from raw materials to 
original drawings.
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FE2b ...Typical Pulley assy....Double in this case of 1st Rudder 
pulleys. Fitted in their 2 part casings, they are mounted on conical 
mountings .....Apart from the spindles and Bearings, ..all parts are 
machined from solid Dural billets

All the Air and petrol selectors are 
made by myself to original specs 
and drawings ..as also were the 
Bowden levers, these being cut out 
and machined from the solid steel & finished off by hand ......All this 
was done without any use of computer /CAD design, ..all techniques 
unknown to me at the time that I made these parts .
The Air selectors are from bronze castings with Dural plaques and the 
Petrol selectors are from Bronze and Dural casting & machined from the 
solid material ..Plaques are a type of engraved Celluloid.  The control 
column is a machined/tapered tube ...Top handle is bent brass tube in 2 
parts (joined), with the Yoke machined from solid Bronze ..All pinned 
& soldered together.  The Rudder bar is laminated & bent Ash, encased 

in Dural, mounted on Dural "cone" ..machined from the solid . 

FE2b Landing Gear V  apex ..( inverted ) ....1.75" dia. Steel tube 
with sweated on fabricated and machined fittings ....The legs are 
streamlined with hollowed out , (to 3/16" thick) , Spruce 
fairings...These are fabric taped in place ..

Tailplane and Elevators....almost complete ....Span of T/P 
is  18 Feet!......You can see the size of my workshop, and 
although I was able to manufacture All the components 
here, and store a lot on the (old Victorian ) house,.....It is 
quite obvious why, due to lack of space, I was unable to 
"assemble" the machine here.

                                    
Outer Wing tip ...FE2b..   Note how the Ribs are built up from a 
5/32" thick spruce web pieces , with 3/16" x 1/2" spruce cap 
strips at top and bottom ....The Spars pass through the ribs and 
are screwed to them with No2 x1/2" Brass wood screws .  All 
components are spruce except for packing blocks at fitting 
positions and the Wing Tips ...These are formed from 
steamed /boiled Bent Ash wood,..This has to be very straight 
grained for bending work
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"Me", with one of the 4 Outer wing panels that I 
made for the FE2b..Each is approx. 17 Ft - 6" span. 
All the "Spruce" Timber was selected over some 
days on a number of occasions, by myself at the im-
porters and comprise initially as a dozen or so 
"Baulks" of 5"x 8" average, each up to 20 / 22 Ft 
long ...After delivery, I had to painstakingly cut out 
the wing spars etc, to the best grain configuration 
and straighten/plane and thickness and spindle 
mould them etc to size...The finish is hand painted 
Shellac varnish.(sometimes known as French polish )

FE2b .. Four Completed Outer wing panels in the hallway .( The rest is 
farther along and upstairs ) ...Awaiting collection to go to RAFM stores 

 
FE2b....Lower RH  
inner centre wing 
panel ....Note the 
designed complication 
of the spars sweeping 
back some 4" , as they 
have to suit the nacelle 
configuration and also 
align with the outer 
panels ....All these 

different ribs , each required separate manufacturing Jigs ...The "black" 
steel tubes are Compression members

More regarding metal corrosion from Jack Enright

I came across the May, 2010 issue of 'Sticks and Tissue' on the internet 
tonight, and was intrigued by the section on the effects of accidental or 
deliberate corrosion on engine parts.
Quite some years ago, I remember reading that, after casting, Jaguar 
cylinder blocks were dumped in a field at the back of the works, and left 
there for about 6 months before being brought into the factory to be 
machined up. The man who told me about said that it wasn't a stop-gap measure, due to over production, 
nor due to lack of storage space, but, so he was told, was a deliberate measure because of its beneficial 
effects on the finished engine.
Two possibilities which come to mind are, firstly, the one suggested in your article, i.e., that corrosion 
causes a multitude of tiny pits all over the surface, which then retain microscopic droplets of oil, and aid 
lubrication under extreme loadings.
The other is that this factor may also be combined with subtle changes to the crystalline structure of the 
metal, which may affect one or more of its properties - such as surface hardness or coefficient of friction.
Some years ago I took an ONC course in mechanical engineering, and found the Properties of 
Engineering Materials module quite fascinating - particularly in the way that, simply by heating and 
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cooling to certain temperatures, at certain rates, you could modify the internal crystal structure to a point 
where you had completely changed the characteristic properties of the material - and yet the proportions 
of all the different chemicals and minerals in the metal were exactly as they were before the heat 
treatment took place!
If you think about what a skilled blacksmith can do in the way of heat treatment, with no more than a fire 
and a bucket of water (and a shed-load of experience, skill, and judgement), it's little wonder that, in past 
times, blacksmiths were considered to have magical powers!
So I wonder if, in addition to the superficial corrosion, if these effects are also combined with the 
temperature cycling effects of being exposed to the heat of the sun during the day, and the chill of night, 
so having an incremental effect on the crystal structure of the metal?
To illustrate the impact of environmental factors over the long term, in mid-Victorian times, the British 
Army had to change the composition of brass used in rifle cartridges supplied to regiments in India. In 
long term storage, a combination of temperature, humidity, and very slightly corrosive airborne vapours 
caused sufficient crystalline changes in the brass for cracks to develop in the body of the cartridge cases - 
yet none of these factors, in isolation, did any harm at all.
I do hope I am not the only respondent to the very interesting point you have raised, as I am sure that 
there is still a vast amount to be learnt about the subtleties of metallic crystal structures - and 
breakthroughs can often come about in the most unlikely circumstances.
One example I heard about recently, due to the most bizarre fluke, was a method for dramatically 
increasing the tensile strength of metals, by changing their internal structure to something akin to carbon 
fibre.
Apparently, a project was under way in a metallurgy lab to improve a certain characteristic of a metal 
alloy, by blending in a small quantity of some chemical or other. The problem was, they found, that the 
new addition did not mix smoothly with the existing constituents, but tended to coagulate in small lumps.
Just before throwing it in the bin, and trying something else, the chemist decided to test the tensile 
strength of the new blend - more, he said, out of idle curiosity than anything. He put the sample in the test 
rig, and applied an increasing load. As he expected, when the load reached a certain point, the sample 
started to stretch out thin in one spot - but, contrary to his expectations, it didn't soon break at that point. 
What happened was that other parts of the sample started  to stretch and thin. In other words, even though 
one part of the sample had significantly thinned, its tensile strength was greater than that of the unthinned 
part.
Baffled by what he had seen, the chemist started doing tests. What he found was that, when the new 
material was stretched, instead of the added constituent staying in small lumps, it stretched out into a long 
fibre formed from a chain of the molecules - so thin, he said, that in places it was only one molecule 
thick. It was these metal fibres, with their very strong molecular bonds, which gave the material its 
greatly increased tensile strength.
According to the engineering journal which published the story, the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation set 
up a lab to develop the idea further, and is so convinced that it will enable them to fabricate aircraft 
components which are both stronger and lighter, and at little more cost than existing components that it is 
investing millions of dollars into developing the technique. They had, by the time the article was 
published, already proved that the idea can be applied to several different metals, with similar effects.
And all because one industrial chemist indulged his 'idle curiosity'!

Vintage Radio at Cocklebarrow Farm Washed Out. By Tony Tomlin

The third, Cocklebarrow Farm Vintage R/C meeting to be held this year, was on Sunday, 3rd October, 
2010, as always [and for the last 20+ years] very efficiently run by Paul and Val Howkins with the help of 
Mervyn Tilbury and friends. It was also the last round of the 2010, R/C Tomboy League with 
competitions for the Vick Smeed designed, 36” span Tomboys and the scaled up by 1/3rd to 48” Tomboy 
Seniors. The preceding two meetings at Cocklebarrow Farm had been blessed with warm weather and 
light winds and had a record numbers of fliers signed on. Sadly this was not to be the case at this event. 
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The weather over the preceding evening had been strong winds and driving rain and that was to continue 
on the Sunday!
Tomboys 
Around 5am on the Sunday morning, Tony Tomlin, who was organising the Tomboys, decided to check 
out the forecast using various sites on the ‘net’! It was apparent that the on-going weather pattern made it 
obvious that the Tomboy comps would be a non starter. Contact was made with the majority of fliers by 
telephone and email etc with a great deal of help from James Parry and Chris Hague [Thank you both]. 
As it happened, only 3 fliers turned up, who unfortunately had not seen their telephone messages before 
leaving home.
This concluded the Tomboy events for the year and also decided the winners of the closely fought league. 
Many thanks go to the Parry family for donating the superb glass Trophies. Nine meetings were planned 
for the year, with unfortunately the penultimate event at Middle Wallop and the final Cocklebarrow Farm 
event being lost to the weather. The two rounds at the earlier events at Middle Wallop and at Cashmore 
Vintage were also flown in demanding conditions, this seems to do little to curb the enthusiasm of the 
Tomboyists! It is planned to run a similar number of events in 2011. There will be a change to the league 
scoring system and a few minor changes to the rules for 2011. Rule changes will be available shortly and 
event details and dates will be advertised as soon as they are known.
Tomboy 3 League results: 1/ Chris Hague 38 points, 2/ Tom Airey 37 points, 
3/ Jeff Fellows 35 points, 4/ Tony Tomlin 30 points, 5/ Paul Netton 29 points,
6/ Stephen Powell 21 points. [28 competitors in total].

Tomboy Senior League Results : 1/ Tom Airey 40 points, 
2/ Andrew Fellows, 37points, 3/ Tony Overton 33 points, 4/ Chris 
Hague 31 points,
5/ Tony Tomlin, 26 points, 6/ Peter Rose, 18 points. [19 competitors in 
total]. 

All Tomboy information and a full list of final league positions is 
available from Tony Tomlin 02086413505 
Email: pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com.

From Peter Michel

Herewith a couple of interesting shots of my GBG-3 climbing away at Epsom Downs on a nice calm day 
and then coming in to land. Pictures from Ted Horne.
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From Ted Horne as a follow on from Peter Michel’s photos

Here are 3 more photos taken at the same time as the G B 3.  They are of Mick Farthings Lightweight
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Stentorian by Bryan Targett

After Phil died I thought I would like to make one of his designs as a tribute.
One of the first "Successful models I made was his Lavochkin 17, I never managed to get it to fly on the 
ducted fan, but it made a good glider!
I could not afford the Stentorian and certainly not the Stentor engine in the  early 1950s, So a 
STENTORIAN it had to be.
I got a plan from Colin then set about converting it to 3 channel RC and electric power. I have given up 
chasing fly away Free flight models.
This is the progress so far, converting the tailplane to incorporate Elevators needed some thought as the 
FF stabilizer only has one spar.
The careful reduction in weight, that you can see, applied to one of the new spars, achieved only a 2gram 
result.
The Rudder has not fallen off, it is just that I have had to install a temporary gusset to strengthen the fin 
during construction, which will be removed prior to permanently fixing the tailplane. This prevents the 
rudder from fitting in its correct location.
Motor is an MVVS 5.6 680kv Glider , almost certainly bigger than required, so only a 3S LiPo and 
smallish prop. Colin told me that the 6.5cc Stentor provided too much power.
I have considered making a dummy Stentor engine to improve the image, If anyone has a Duff 1/4"x 32 
spark plug for sale It would help, I can get a new one off Ebay for £10 but it would be criminal to use in 
these circumstances.
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I have flown her now, Not perfect yet, Always takes a while to get the trim sorted when converting a free 
flight model.
I have built in a considerable amount of Down thrust but a lot of down elevator trim needed to produce 
level flight with even a small power input.
I thought the rudder might be a bit small, but it is just about right. I think a small reduction in wing 
incidence will help, however on the whole she is pretty docile and stable.
Power off gliding flight I would think is very much like Phil's original.
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Hello James from Peter Michel

Herewith yesterday's pic of my Jenny cabin-power job, held by Tamara Hawse. The scene is Epsom 
Downs. There was a stiff breeze, but this 6ft John Coxall design, circa 1940, made light of it, climbing 
steadily into wind powered by the all-too-little-known (but beautiful) 2.5cc Cheetah, a long-stroke front-
induction diesel from the Ian Russell stable. It  actually achieved an RoG from the rough Epsom turf, 

thanks to those narrow wheels.  I wonder when that last 
happened...  I hope to fly it in the Bowden next season. 

    Tell you what: I've been a competitor in Vintage glider 
and rubber for, what, 25 years now. I had quite forgotten 
the pleasures 
of large 
Bowden-type 
cabin  power!
Terry Bird is 
teaching 
Tamar how to 

fly glider. These women will beat us yet! 
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Cutlass by G Bravey from September 1954 Aero Modeller

This is literally a last minute alteration from another plan which was to be included but now postponed to 
next month, unfortunately not enough time to remove background and make clearer.  Reason being I re-
ceived photos of this model built by Old Bill.

Tired of the conventional ? Get out of the rut with this unique flying 
wing for the smaller capacity diesel. Easy to build and fly, it has a high 
performance and is virtually crashproof!
We were first attracted to George Bravey's swept flying wing at the 1953 
Yorkshire Evening News Rally where it made many consistent flights to 
the delight of a group of admirers. Then again, at the '53 All Britain 
Rally, Mr. Bravey made further impressive demonstrations with this 
"suitcase size" design, which we thoroughly recommend to all sport 
flyers.
When we say "suitcase" this is no exaggeration for the largest portion of 
the dismantled Cutlass is no bigger than 15 X 6 1/2 in.,—surely no 
problem for transportation! Breakdown into small parts for easier 
carriage also adds to the crashproof qualities of this design, for any hard 
knock taken on the wingtips is easily shockproofed by the split wing 
fixing at the centre section and elastic band assembly.
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Wings: Cut out the ribs using a template on sandwich method. When cutting the spar slots remember to 
cut at an angle. Construction is normal and to ensure accuracy with the elevons build these in with the 
wings but remember to set the end ribs of the elevons at an angle while building.
Wing end ribs should be left off until the rest of the wing has been finished. Then cement in and while 
drying prop one wing tip up 1 1/2 in. and then set the angle on the ribs. This ensures accuracy. When set, 
mark paper tube position and bore holes through the ribs which accommodate the tubes.
The 1/16- sheet at the wing root is let in between the ribs. Bore the hole for the rubber bands and set in 

paper tube.
Tubes for the fin mounting can be made around a 
bicycle spoke, holes bored, and the tubes simply 
smeared with cement and pushed in.
Fuselage: Cut out the fuselage sides following the 
grain as per plan. Cement the respective sides 
together setting in a slight curve which makes for 
easier building later.
Lay the engine bearers on the plan and cement in 
the 1/4 in. centre spacer using Durofix. Drill bolt 
holes. Using Durofix again, cement the fuselage 

sides onto engine bearers.
Pre-cement all joints. Cement on the 1/8 in. centre piece F.6 the 1/16 in. sheet platform, F.7, for the 1/32 
in. sheet covering. Bore the holes through Former F.5, into the engine bearers for the u/c brass tubes. Add 
hardwood and scrap balsa reinforcements. Fit in the 1/4 in. F.1, bulkheads, F.2-F.4, and add the 1/16 in. 
sheet top and 1/32 in. base. Bore the rubber fixing dowel holes.
Fins: Make these by cementing two 1/16in sheets, pieces edge to edge. Cut out fins. Add reinforcing 
strips. Bore paper tube holes. Fit the dowels, or "orange sticks" (used for manicure). Locate the positions 
of these by checking on the wing tubes.
Bend and solder the undercarriage using fuse wire to reinforce, noting that the u/c trails to the rear. It 
should be a firm fit in the brass tubes on fuselage. Fit a fuel tank of your own choice on the 1/4 in. 
bulkhead F. 1 or side.
Covering: Cover entire model with lightweight Modelspan, give two coats of dope and one coat of fuel 
proofer if desired. If no fuel proofer is used, give a third coat of dope. Finish off fuselage with coloured 
dope but use sparingly on the wings to keep the weight to 8 1/2 ozs. as on the original.
Flying: Lightly cement the elevons to the angle shown on the plan making sure that both are at the same 
angle and trim tabs are neutral. Test glide over long grass adjusting elevons until a flat glide results. Not 
much can really be learned from this so the next step is a power-assisted glide. Reverse prop or cement – 
1/16 in. strip along each prop blade and run engine slowly. Note any vicious turns and correct with the 
trim tabs. (Left wing low raise the right wing tab and vice versa.) Increase power until the plane turns to 
the left in gentle spirals until you are used to the trimming methods. Note that the rudders are not used to 
turn the aircraft.
Cutlass is fast and should give many an exciting day's sports flying as it is really tough! It has flown 
under full power into a tree with only a broken leading edge section and torn tissue as scars of the 
encounter.
Take-offs are simple. Under full power Cutlass takes a long run and quickly rises at an acute angle until 
the accumulated speed is expended, then rises in spirals until the engine cuts. If the trim tabs are adjusted 
loops are easily obtained safely!

From Old Bill
Temporarily gone “modern”, couldn’t resist building Boddo’s “Old Bill” ready for any future Boddo fly 
ins, so photo of Old Bill with Old Bill.
The other model is the Cutlass flying wing, 1954 Aero Modeller plan by G Bravey.  Plan obtained from 
Derick Scott, wonderful source for old plans, English and American, contact number 0152462910, 
http://www.model-plans.co.uk/    
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Original flying surface areas used, flies beautifully on only 45 watts, 2 cell 7.4 10000 lipo, 7x5 prop on 
Overlander Blitz motor.  Only mods – widen rear of body for tail wheel steering servo, and servo 
mounting plates in wings.  Hi tech feathers used.  Again a little modern for me but a very straight forward 
radio conversion.
Looks like flying wings”rule” this month also building Manx Arrow and Byrdie, then on to electric 
powered Wakefield type, electric motor driving short rubber motor.  Will it work?? Dunno will keep you 
informed.
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Ebenezers by Chris Hague

What luck! I’ve discovered the fun of the most simple of all powered aircraft - the Ebenezer! It has been 
well documented that it all started way back in 1954 when Bert 
Striegler produced a sheet profile caricature of a biplane using a 
small engine. There are no rules, but to be accepted as an 
Ebenezer the original ideals must be adhered to. The plane must 
be a simple free flight model based loosely on a full size 
aeroplane and built using only 3 inch wide sheet balsa. It must 
be an all-sheet model with a profile fuselage and sheet wings – 
no wing section allowed (or indeed needed) as this deliberately 
restricts performance, no covering is required, landing gear is 
optional, and the 
wing span will be 

around 18 -24 inches. Typically, small engines like the Cox 
010 or 020, 0.5cc Albon Dart or Mills 0.75 would be used. We 
hear about different model planes, we read about them in the 
magazines but often we do not actually see them. So what kick 
starts the interest? Seeing one fly, perhaps. I saw a free plan in 
the Aeromodeller section of AMI of an Emwanezer - based on 
the Bristol M1 monoplane of course! The fun starts with 
matching up the plane’s name with Ebenezer – and many 
amusing names and planes have been produced.
In a very short time I built the Emwaneezer, found a Cox 020 on Ebay and using only a small amount of 
balsa from the scrap box, a lick of paint, and a couple of waterslide roundels I had a plane ready to fly. 

The opportunity to fly did not arrive for some time, in fact until 
a round of the Wessex Tomboy events at the Flying Druids site 
on the edge of Salisbury plain which is one big (controlled) free 
flight area. After much advice from the assembled group of 
experts, I made many test glides over long grass (remember 
that’s what it said in the kits we used to buy in the 1950’s - this 
time we actually had long grass!) and fitted the extra bit of nose 
weight recommended by free flight supremo John Taylor and 
then I listened  (finally!) to James Parry who recommended 
fitting the propellor on backwards. John also recommended 
checking the engine run from the standard Cox fuel tank. I 

should have listened to this sound advice! Having started the motor and listened to it running for what 
seemed like forever, I thought that there can’t be much fuel left in the tank, especially as the motor was 
starting to peak out, so I launched. How wrong can you be? But I have to say that it flew well- extremely 
well!
 The model headed up wind, circled and then with ever widening circles drifted downwind. It looked 
great in the air, until it went OOS. However, local knowledge predicted its resting place and sure enough 
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half an hour later the triumphant “fetchermites” returned with a completely undamaged Emwaneezer. The 
flight was enjoyed by all. I have since filled the tank up with 
some glass beads (purchased for 0.75p from a fishing shop) 
in order to reduce the motor run time.
There are many plans available or you can make up your own 
– but just build one. Remember to use only sheet balsa and a 
very small engine. It’s worth it even if you only get the one 
flight!

         

        

From Bill Longley

Herewith pics, now ready to test fly, after I get a silencer. (ENYA 60)
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The Duellist       Get into the combat circle with this super manoeuvrable all wing from Bar-
celona by Adolfo Tristany   From March 1957 Aero Modeller
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Winner of the 1956 International Combat event at the 
Criterium of Europe, Brussels, this remarkable flying 
wing is the result of specialised design by a group of 
aeromodellers in Barcelona.
The Spanish people are well aware of the type of 
spectacle which will draw appreciative public support, 
and the Barcelona club in particular have fostered 
Combat and Team Racing to bring about "wide public 
interests in the hobby of aeromodelling throughout their 
country.
Naturally, Combat fits in very well with the Spanish 
temperament and there has been rapid progress in design, 
final result being "Duellist".
First requirement was found that the model should be 
faster than all others and secondly that it should have 

good manoeuvrability. Flying wings were found to be faster, particularly when built lightly, but they 
suffered from a large turning radius and were not quite as good as the conventional model in tight 
manoeuvres. That was before the compensated elevator was introduced--a new idea which occurred 
simultaneously both in Switzerland and Spain, and was seen on models from both of these countries at the 
Criterium of Europe. This is simply projected area of the elevator, forward of the hinge line and which 
opens on to the" opposite" side of the fixed wing or tailplane, forming a slot. It gives a snappy action 
which calls for care during the initial flights, but when one is fully trained to its rapid effect, it is possible 
to execute tight manoeuvres and brings the flying wing up to the standard of manoeuvrability required for 
Combat.
As will be seen from the drawing, there is really very little to the construction, as the design is no more 
than a conventional stunt model wing to which is added broad sheet trailing edge extensions, elevators 
and a hardwood engine mount. Make tip the wing first by assembling all ribs over the lower –3/16-sq. 
spruce spar, pinned down in place on the plan. Add the leading edge, basic trailing edge and then upper 
spar in that order, reinforcing trailing edge joints with and gussets.
After lifting from the board, fit the bellcrank mounting plate and –3/32nd sheet braces, then the tip profile 
and 3/32-in. sheet trailing edge extensions, with the trailing edge fences to support them. Care should be 
taken that the two extensions on either side of the elevator are exactly in-line, for on them will depend 
upon the stability of the model in flight. Do not forget to add the tip weight in the outer wing, make up the 
tinplate tank, then fit sheet on the leading edge and centre section.
Fit the bellcrank, hinge the elevator and connect the two with a push rod, bent to accurate length with 
elevator neutral when bellcrank is neutral. Then fit the 18 s.w.g. lead-out wires running through the brass 
tubes on the inboard tip.
Note that the push rod is not soldered permanently in position on the elevator. This is a good idea, for it 
allows for quick repairs and disconnection on the field. This also permits the celluloid grommet to be 
slipped over at the covering stage to allow a hole in the covering for push rod travel,
The engine mount or "fuselage" is simply hacked out of a piece of scrap hardwood from an eggbox or 
fruit box and being in one piece, is immensely tough and will withstand a head-on crash in the hardest 
ground. Carve away a space to accommodate the engine crankcase then secure the fuselage to the leading 
edge with cement and use an 8 B.A. bolt to locate the extreme rear end.
A Byra 2.5 c.c. diesel, powered the prototype and airspeed is in the region of 65 m.p.h. with a 8 in. x 5in. 
propeller. We recommend an 8 x 4 or 5 on any of the British 2-5 c.c. diesels for utmost performance.
Cover with silk if possible, otherwise a double covering of heavy tissue and plenty of dope. Finally, as 
our good correspondent in Barcelona says, "attack always, good luck, good sight, and go to the toro!"
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DEREK FOXWELL
OLD SHOOL MODEL AEROPLANE FACTORY
6 Clarice Way, Wallington, Surrey, SM6 9LD

E-mail: derekfoxwell@bt internet.com
Tel: 0208 647 1033

Vic Smeed 38” span
Vintage Ballerina Electric Flight

    
It is not often I say @this is my favourite’ but this is the one!  This laser cut short kit is 
quick to build, and the flying is to be believed. 20 minutes plus on a 1300 li-poly battery. 

For rudder, elevator and speed controller.  Extremely stable and an absolute joy.  Yet an-
other from Vic Smeed, he never dissappoints me.

The kit contains over 100 cut and pre-formed parts including a full sized digitalised plan.

Price £34.50

Post & Packaging £4.00 England
£6.00 Overseas

Prices subject to change
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Phil Smith plans

I’ve just received the following from Colin Smith:-

Well winter is here so many modelists will be building, and as a result of this a few people have asked me 
about ‘Eazy Trainer’ after an article that appeared some time ago.  After much researching and hunting 
for plans, which were very scant, they are now available.  I hold the original model, so a lot was gleaned 
from this, and knowing how Dad built his models was a great help.  There are two plans, which will be 
added to the list.
I hold the canopy mould for the model but as yet have no idea of cost but if anyone requires one I’m sure 
this can be made available.  
The plans will cost £9.50 plus £2.00 P&P.
Contact Colin Smith    07747722724 

                    

                    

  Great news that Colin has now been able to piece things to-
gether and produce a plan of the model.  I took the above pho-
tos in 2008 and spoke to Phil about him coming up with a plan.  
He said the model would be a perfect trainer despite a low 
winged configuration  it being completely docile with no vices.  
I think he said it was powered by a Veco 19?  Designed as a  
trainer he said it was turned down by ............’s  representative  
without seeing it fly and taking absolutely no interest in it apart  
from a derisory glance then proclaiming it would make a use-
less trainer as it was low wing and no one would buy.  I think  
that demands that many should be built and flown to show the  

large supplier they don’t always know best unless it ..................................... I can’t be bothered to type  
what I’m thinking but sure you can fill in the space and cynically I’d say it would be a useless gesture?  
JP
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Cobra, British Class ‘A’ hand launch record holder by R Twomey from May 1949 
Aeromodeller
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IT is not always that a sailplane possesses both good hand launch and tow launch qualities together. This 
very useful characteristic, however, is noticeable 
when one flies the " Cobra". This is fully 
demonstrated by the 5 min. 46.6 sec. o.o.s. flight 
which won for its young designer the British Hand 
Launch Class "A " record. Everyone will agree that 
this is a remarkably good hand launch time for a 
small sailplane but the Cobra is far from limited to 
hand launching flights alone. For instance, amongst 
its best performances are an unofficial 31 mins. and a 
club record of 7 mins. 2 secs. from which flight the 
model was never recovered, disappearing into the 
blue at a great height.
Quite a few models can put up a useful performance given friendly weather conditions, but the ".Cobra " 

is capable of holding its own' in any weather. For instance, 
at a club competition it took first place with 2 mins. 21.1 
secs. o.o.s. and 3 mins. 82 secs. o.o.s., finally being lost on 
the second flight. This was under very bad and windy 
weather conditions, and it led the field despite the loss of 
the model--enabling the owner to make only two of the 
scheduled three 
flights of the other 

competitors.
Construction is very simple as can be seen from the plan and 
very little difficulty should he experienced. Trimming is carried 
out in the usual way, first checking the C.G. position, and then 
trimming the model for straight flights before any circling is 
attempted.
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David Kinsella’s Column

Cracking On
At least in my neck of the woods last year's November 5th was celebrated with 
soaring rockets, robust bangs and fires perfect for that misty evening long ago 
when Fawkes and chums, surrounded by barrels of gunpowder in a building 
adjacent to the Lords, were arrested before the fuse could be lit.
Rapiers, boats and hats long gone, a Fawkes lantern is preserved in Oxford. 
Below a full moon our Boy Scout is all set for a memorable Bonfire Night 
thanks to a bumper box of fireworks from James Pain & Sons of London.

Dick's Delightful 60
In Culver City in 1952 Dick McCoy's Higuera Street firm 
offered a fine range of motors from the big 60 at 22.5 dollars to 
the tiny 9 at less than 5. Lots of space in the magazines told us 
how good they were: larger bypass area, steel shimmed rotor, 
twin ball races, hardened steel sleeves, end plates and head 
bright red. Certainly the Series 20 10cc is a mighty lump, taller 
than the Dooling 61, and it's no wonder Arnie produced his 
replica of the 60 and the 61. Both came with papers, lots of it 
with the McCoy plus an address from Dick himself. Although 'The Real McCoy' referred to a bootlegger 
with a schooner sailing whisky into the USA from Canada (crafty types doused cases of fake stuff with 

seawater - see, the real McCoy!) my McCoy will be the big beast in its 
metal box, shiny with a film of Castrol R and just aching to be fondled. 
And just beyond Sir Stirling (Class C Dooling 61) there's my Sir 
Douglas Bader (Chas Taylor Tantivvy McCoy 60) in biplane era silver 
with a "St Edward's' School nose stripe in blue and gold. Along the t/e it 
says Bader's Bus Company Still Running (as carried by Johnnie 
Johnson on his Mk IX when Bader was in Colditz Castle). Wood prop, 
Robinson bits, super execution by Alan Walker.

German Grand Prix
Here's Fangio in his greatest race, ahead to the chequered flag, but chased hard by Collins and Hawthorn 
in their Ferraris. Held up by a fluffed wheel change, Juan made the Maserati fly - literally - as he cut into 
the Brits, lap after lap hauling them in, 200,000 around the deadly 
Nurburgring on their feet and yelling their heads off. One of the 
great single seaters, these days more exist than ever left the 
Modena factory... Almost upright at the wheel, pedals are either 
side of the prop shaft, four dials face you on the dash and the gear 
lever is on the right. A key model for Moss, he was soon in the 
Daimler-Benz team- with Fangio. To mark ninety years of 
Maserati (1914-2004) CMC of Germany produced the ultimate 
250F in 1:18 scale: brake pipes, springs, finned sump, the lot. 
These days Sir Stirling campaigns an OSCA, bright red and, of course, made by the Maserati brothers. 
Sir Stirling won 15 of his 44 races in the 250F.

Gearboxes
Mike Hetherington's beautiful Spitfire (S&T June) employed a gearbox, in fact one to take two rubber 
motors of 16 strands each, these powering, a prop of scale diameter. A Tomy timer tripped the folding 
u/cart after 8 seconds. Span was 54 ins and all up weight 9ozs. Because of the short nose Mike had to 
move the motor peg forward by two formers. Always of interest to me, how are these gearboxes made 
and what bits are needed to produce a good job? Aboard K5054 was test pilot Jeffrey Quill in a white 
flying suit. A really splendid model that flew as good as it looked.
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Raynes Park Recovers
Good to see that the mountaineering skills of Raynes Park's Gerry Parker recovered a Queen Bee from 
trees at the flying site. Good stuff, Gerry! Tools and model also pictured (S&T No 45) for ages I'd see the 
tail of my 16ft Delta kite high up in trees at Morden Park. On the day the line, much overloaded, had 
broken and the 30ft tail had stretched itself across the highest twigs. The kite - a beauty in pink, blue and 
polished wood - sank to the ground and was promptly stolen! Built by God of Kites Dan Lee, I fly
‘em at amere 300 ft these days (on the reel is a good mile at least).

OK From Olympus
On his hotel writing paper Captain Cesare Milani urged me to build big!  He was right, of course, but 
even this great modeller would have reached for a large G&T at sight of Peter Michel's 11 ft 5in glider. 
Crikey! In the news for a while now, first as plans reported, then in the full magnificence of balsa, ply and 
fabric, the G.41 of 1942 is a sensational model of rare and timeless beauty. Super sky sailor par 
excellence, Uranus long ago winked his approval to Peter and Ted on Epsom Downs.

Get This!
Among the expanding legions around the world reading and enjoying the organ that is Sticks & Tissue, 
there must be modellers who seriously erect to scale. On UK's shelves right now is Knights of the Sky, 
132 pages of Great War grippage essentail for the case.  Leaping at you are the stunning full size classics 
built in New Zealand by TVAL on the North Island, their brand new Albatros DVa pictured here. Heaps 
more - Ball VC, Zeppelin raids, Rickenbacker, seven Triplanes in flight, BE 2 and FE 2b and loads of top 
history shots, Red Baron in bloom (and recent movie) - make seven quid a steal (Aviation Classics 01507 
529529).

Cabinet Kaiser Stuff
Pictured in May, the Corgi Knights of the Air series delivers!  At Hendon for the B of B Weekend, I felt 
the assuring weight and invested in two: Udet's Albatross DVa and 
Goering's Fokker DVII. Even rigged and robust to withstand a bump, 
the detail and colours are really something. With toffs aloft for 
Wilhelm II, the artwork aboard fighters like the Albatros and DVII 
was frequently sensational in the extreme: stars, moons, lances, axes, 
hearts, animal heads, you name it, together with all the colour mixes: 
you care to imagine. At 1:48 - giving 7in plus - these beauties are hard 
to resist.

Dog Aloft
Hans-Ekkehard Bob could see the Channel from his 109 fighter airfield. Free of barbed wire and mines, 
evening swimming was enjoyed, as were the trips to nearby Lille 
for slap-up dinners and quantities of the best French wine. Like 
Manfred and his chums in the Kaiser War, hounds were kept by 
the officers and Bob's was called Chica, leaping onto the wing as 
the Messerschmitt rolled to a stand. And if Chica was really good 
and emptied her bowl, then it was up and away for a spin, pilots 
nearby surprised to see a dog looking at them from the cockpit. 
Born in 1917, Hans-Ekkehard was blond with the looks of Erroll 
Flynn, sported a fine moustache and long ago signed a book for me along with three more who flew and 
fought in the immortal Me 109, namely Spaden, Schuck and Herman of JG5.

Duffy Delights
Building all manner of models over the years - a huge HP42 and a beautiful Premier Lion to name but 
two – Les has a completed a SE5a for Boddo Mills and RTP work. Preferring proper aeroplanes when 
taking on Scale projects, his Heyford - the UK's last cloth bomber, hoistable dustbin turret surprising 
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wowed me in Exmouth in 2008. The sparkling service of the Great Western, all copper and brass and 
Brunswick green, which ran Les's way was a tight budget outfit which wasted nothing. Eighty years ago it 
offered 100mph, travel blankets and breakfast boxes, porters and quality carpet underfoot (my trip to see 
Les took eight trains and two buses and took all day). 

Sail Away
Amazing escapes are all part of D-Day and Dunkirk, much in the news these days. Finding themselves 
stuck near Algiers, Captain Bradford and chums found a dinghy and sailed all 500 miles along the Med to 
Gibraltar. Just like that!  Possibly the pilots in mottled Me109e couldn't believe it.

8-Cylinders Supercharged
All smiles aboard his Two-Nine Maserati, Sqd Ldr John Crampton DFC 
AFC trained as a pilot in Canada then flew Halifax bombers with 76 
Squadron. Later with LeMay and SAC he trained in the USA for high alti-
tude spy flight in four engine jets, for many years top secret stuff. Seven 
miles up for ten hours was common. With Hawker's he developed the Har-
rier and flew high speed free flight models which included a first non-stop 
around the Isle of Wight. Really a Grand Prix car, John put plates on it and amazed those at the wheel of 
sedate Fords and Austins!  He sailed a 32ft ketch and was twice vice-chairman of the RAC. I met John at 
a Spitfire do in 1975.

Aces High
Udet, Goering and Gabriel are interrupted by Major James Thomas Byford McCudden somewhere over 
the Lines. All three escape the ace of 56 Squadron and fly on into the 
1920s, Ernst Udet in, displays and movie work in the USA. 
Changing to '6' in 1918, McCudden gained a few mph by fitting a 
red spinner
 from a shot down LVG. Quitting postwar Munich, where he stayed 
with Udet, Goering demonstrated Fokker aeroplanes in Denmark, 
flew displays with old pilots from the Flying Circus, then on 20 
February 1920 he flew a wealthy explorer to his castle, landing on a 
frozen lake nearby after a furious battle through blizzards. This 
flight, quite by chance, changed his life Goering was also a Triplane pilot and regularly wore his Blue 
Max in World War Two.

Winter Reading
It draws on, so they say. Rather than squander hours and hours in front of the square eyeball, an 
alternative - and one that will soak up time at an alarming rate - awaits you on that shelf holding the 
seminal works of Moulton and Smeed and sundry handbooks, not 
forgetting the stacks of Aeromodellers
and Model Aircrafts and Peter Michel’s mighty contribution to the world 
of Vintage, the adored SAM Yearbooks! As well as all this there's lots 
more, especially the Keil Kraft handbooks of the 1940s and '50s. The 
1946 edition, for example, addresses petrol engines, flying scale and 
solid models, gliders, covering and trimming, control line and so on 
(somehow later handbooks are not quite the same). At one shilling 
(those were the days) it was good vale as were the aeromodelling magazines. Hardbacks on boats and 
tethered cars appeared in those far off times and you really should have a few, the cars good for engine 
info at least (Surrey-built Nordecs, Rowells and other big hairies of the day).
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Quick Pick-Up
Flying the Red Duster, sunlight bouncing off new paintwork, 102 
is a fine survivor of the boats built by the British Power Boat 
Company of Hythe to pick up pilots downed in the Channel. A 
natural enemy target and crewed by brave men, if the pilot was 
uninjured he'd be on his way with his parachute and flying again 
within hours. No time for PTSD in those days!

Learning Their Lines
In good voice after all these years, those RAF boys who took the Chinese course (S&T No 42.) can still 
sing Onward Christian Soldiers and parts of Swan Lake in Mandarin. Great when out on the town, but as 
soon as you opened your mouth everyone knew who you were and what you were doing there!

Hail Haynes!
Haynes are turning out cracking stuff ideal for Scale modellers: Tiger Moths, Lancasters, Spits and 
MeI09s to name but a few. Stunning pics and diagrams get you close up and informed. Perfect for the 
aviation buff, a history written by experts puts you in the cockpit as you bring the wheels up and head out 
across the Channel or North Sea.

Be Prepared
Somewhere in New York a city type offers his roadster for 100 
bucks. He's lost everything in the 1929 crash. Ever confident, is 
this American in training for the first mobile?

History Repeated
Owned for years by an ex fighter pilot of Battle of Britain days, 
No 60019 Bittern - one of Gresley's beautiful 3-cylinder A4 
express engines - has been pounding the East Coast Main Line to 
York, with. three stops still arriving in George Hudson's 
stamping ground in 3 hours. Fully restored by the Mid Hants 
Railway - the famous Watercress Line - Bittern and her train stormed up the bank from King's Cross with 
never a slip. A4s last ran out of London in 1963. Meanwhile over at Waterloo E Nesbit's The Railway 
Children was staged where the Tunnel trains once sat. Belching steam and apple green, the big wheel 
Stirling Single - from the pioneering races to the North - looked great. Edith 'Daisy' Nesbit lived near the
l5in RH&DR line, but the famous movie was shot in Yorkshire in 1970, the spot still marked where the 
tree slides down the banking.

Fan Fantastic
Already pictured complete and painted (S&T No 45) here we have the 
engine and working 12-blade cooling fan that sits in the model of Tank's 
great design. Above a certain size bits that work or move on the prototype 
should do so in miniature otherwise it shows up terribly. Blades well 
secured, Alan says that all is well and the cowling is without a mark. A 
stunning model of the Butcher Bird remains cool on tick-over. BMW would 
love it.

Saved!
Di Woodham in his yard at Barry was staggered by a request to sell one of the mass of BR engines lined 
up as far as the eye could see. Luckily for Steam Preservation - as the gathering movement became - Di 
was scrapping the rolling stock first due to yard layout and so the best stuff was there ready and waiting, 
several almost brand new. Wives called ("please don't sell him an engine") but in time Di received an 
OBE for good works. These days Preservation is a way of life in all areas as we appreciate the joys
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of the past. This year Howard Squire, 89, will see the Spitfire he crashed into a Yorkshire river during 
training. Of the fifty or so Spits flying these days, Howard's will be one of the earliest and most original.

Tights To Triplanes
Swords and Sherwood abandoned, Flynn and Rathbone joined the RFC for 
The Dawn. Patrol (1938, but footage borrowed from the 1930 original), 
Married to Fay Wray (King Kong's squeeze) John M Saunders won an 
Oscar for the screenplay and Flynn was excellent in his battle with Baron 
von Richter. Staff and tricks were hoisted by Hawks from Hell's Angles 
(made in 1930 by Hughes) and all three are a treat for biplane buffs, pukka 
WWI hardware and pilots employed. Hollywood scribbler at the time was 
Scott Fitzgerald who's books reflect much of what he saw at first hand.

What's Below?
Subject of conflicting rumours as to what it was and where it was, the lush grasslands and woods near 
Brunswick, 90 miles south of Hamburg, hid the amazing Hermann Goering Institute, deep below the 
grandest pines and firs. Measuring a full eleven hundred acres (!) and deep down, the vast cavern held 
high speed wind tunnels, rocket construction areas, design studios, test rigs and chemical plants for 
explosives. The biggest wind tunnel could test to Mach 19 - 14,250mph.

72 Firing Away
Henry Spurrier's Leyland factory (eventually British Leyland) did 
not tie him to Lancashire. At high speed he'd drive south to sail 
with Roy Fedden. at Lymington where Bristol Jupiter designer 
Fedden kept 14 ton Pegasa and Swedish racing yacht Teal, with the 
latter scoring 25 firsts and 7 seconds. Boats and planes always 
close, Bristol's tested high speed Celerity powered by four 
Hercules 
18-cylinder radials air cooled! Here she gets into her stride. Note 
that air intakes built at Isleworth and fastest Allied boat by far, 
massive power generated 170db flat out!

Be Prepared        
Geoff Goldsmith's report on the sad demise of his Puss Moth (S&T No 44) reminded me of a Lotus, lost 
in minutes because an extinguisher was not carried. In bright sunlight flames are almost invisible at first. 
And when you can see them it's virtually too late! Barton MFC are keen on all aspects of safety, First Aid 
to the fore. Conditions can change in a second, the average flying field then vast as you cast around for 
help. Re strokes, most of us know FAST (Face, Arms, Speech - then Telephone if in doubt). A box of 
plasters and bandages - and an extinguisher - are worth their space in the flight box. Good can become 
bad in a split second.

RAF Boy Racer
A key moment in Moonraker has Bond chasing Sir Hugo Drax, Bond's Bentley close to the Mercedes he's 
followed from Ebury Street, Victoria. Drax, of course, intends to destroy London with. his Moonraker 
missile. Crikey! From nowhere comes a red Alfa Romeo, name in 
white script along the side, air horns pumping as it storms past Bond 
and closes on the Merc. Drax, thinking it's 007 reinforcements, 
barges the Alfa off the road. First built in central Milan, racing Alfas 
wore Ferrari's famous badge before Enzo made his early cars. Drive 
shafts in an inverted V got the seating position lowered and other 
design features were adopted for the pre war Triumph Dolomite. 
Fleming implied that Drax - Graf Hugo von der Drache - was of the 
Order of the Dragon ,similar to the Knights Templar. This 6C Alfa is perfect for the Moonraker scene. 
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Magnificent Mills
There's materials and there's materials. Rubber-like spanners and some repro motors may look ok, but 
good performance demands materials of quality cut to fine limits. The Mills Diesel Design feature (S&T 
No 44) made good reading. The 2.4, subject of the test, was not too powerful it's true, but it was 
beautifully made and presented in a magnificent box with the fullest instructions and a metal fuel tank.

Mall's Aviation Artists
The Guild Exhibition launched in brilliant sunshine and attracted a keen and capacity crowd. Truly active 
and forward looking, the GAvA has raised the profile of aviation art since its founding in 1970 and along 
the way famous sponsors have leant their support: Rolls-Royce, Augusta-Westland, Messier-Dowty, 
FlyPast, BAE Systems and several more. Flying types and enthusiasts gather, of course: Stella Rutter who 
worked with Reg Mitchell and was involved in D-Day, Colin Ball (Albert's family), Peter Ayerst who 
flew Hurricanes, Duncan Simpson of Hawkers who flew with Duke at Dunsfold. As the chilled wine and 
munchies went around I realised that there was hope for the old country yet! Prices of the 400 or so 
pictures ranged from, £90 to £10,000, the biplane era strongly represented. Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock 
Stirrup opened this Summer Exhibition with wit and enthusiasm and joined HRH Prince Andrew and 
other distinguished gentlemen who have rendered this service.  Roll on 2011!

PIFFER
Boxing Night celebrations for RAF chaps guarding the North West Frontier in 
their silver biplanes included the PIFFER Ball hosted by the Punjab Frontier 
Force Rifles (PIFFER) at Kohat, so popular that names were drawn from a hat. 
Grand to say the least, the mess kit of the Frontier Force - beige with scarlet 
facings - mixed with the peacock plumage of many famous regiments: Skinner's 
Horse, Bengal Lancers, Probyn's Horse, Hodson's Horse, Jacob's Horse, the 
Guides Cavalry and the Hindu Horsemen. A young pilot there said it compared 
with the great ball before Waterloo! Sometime a target, Arnold
Wall lost an eye to a stone, eagles and 6ft kitehawks damaged props and a crash 
with a camel was not unknown. In the vastness, in the snows and steep ravines 
Hawker bits and pieces may be found, crews forced to walk back!  Here 
Brigadier-General Lovett pictures the 1st and 3rd Skinner’s.

Stamp It
On 29 June 1937 No 6220 Coronation and her train, all blue and silver striped, left Euston for Crewe with 
a record in mind which almost ended in a mighty crash. With Crewe in sight and the record just taken, 
crockery fell to the floor as the LS stunner shed speed, storming over 20mph limit curves at 50! But all 
was well and in August 2010 a special stamp was issued showing the scene at Euston. As pictured in 
S&T, Barry Freeman's magnificent LMS Coronation charging north through the snows is owned by a 
leader in the world Pop industry. It's Paul Temple stuff.

Crackers To Cards
Fond of fireworks, I'm also a firm believer in Christmas cards. Vintage and tradition go arm in arm and so 
Raynes Park MAC - an acknowledged leader in both - can be relied upon to deliver Santa-approved cards 
of the highest order. Together with their renowned Christmas Party, fairly lights an' all, RPMAC 
members are assured a cracking start to the Festive Season. Mike Cummings helms this vital project. 
Recipients should now brace themselves.
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       Quest by David Boddington a 35 ½” span single channel radio design for .5 - .8 cc. 
From Aero Modeller October 1966

Try to organise a building schedule before you start 
this project, and keep to the programme, don't start on 
all the interesting parts and leave the dull items until 
last. Cut out all your sheet parts before commencing 
building and build the wings and tailplane first. You 
should find construction straightforward with no 
particularly difficult parts. Choose the balsa wood 
carefully for lightness and eveness, especially the 
fuselage sides.
Wings are constructed in two sections and joined 
together with dihedral braces. After soaping the 
drawing, pin down a piece of 3/4 in, x 1/32 in, trailing edge, Cut 1/8 in. square hard lower spars to length 
and pin in postion. Cut wing ribs by the blocking method, afterwards cutting the root ribs due to the 
narrow spacing of this rib. Glue 3/32 in, and 1/16 in. wing ribs in position shown and check that all are 
vertical except for the root rib, which should be angled from the root rib template. Glue the top spar in 
position. Fix the top trailing edge in position and glue the leading edge in position. When dry remove 
from the plan and sheet in the upper surface of the wing from the rear of the top spar to the leading edge 
and from root rib to the tip, Add 1/2 in. soft balsa tips and sand paper, together with the leading edge to 
smooth contour. Construct the second panel in a similar manner.
When both panels are set cut slots in the first three ribs to receive the dihedral braces. Check these for 
accurate fit and then glue into position on one wing panel. When dry add the second wing panel to the 
projecting dihedral braces, glue thoroughly and pin down, prop up the opposite wing tip to 2 3/4 in. to 
obtain the correct dihedral angle, Hold firmly in position until dry, pinning the two root ribs together. 
Sand and prepare for covering and glue trailing edge stock reinforcement. Cut ailerons from hard 1/16 in. 
quarter-grain sheet and sand and prepare for painting. Ailerons should be sewn to the wings after all parts 
have been covered, doped, and fuel proofed.
Construct the basic tailplane frame from 1/8 in. x 1/8 in, strips 1/8 x 1/2 in. T.E. stock as shown on plan
remembering to prop up T.E. to allow for symmetrical section. When dry, remove from plan and add 1/8 
in, square to rib position and 1/8- in, sheet to centre section on aerofoil section.
Fin and Rudder is straightforward construction of3/32 in. sheet sanded to slightly tapering T.E. and 

rounded L.E. A trim tab may be fitted if desired.
Mark on the sanded fuselage sides, the positions of formers 
and strengthening longerons and uprights. Glue the 1/8 in, sq. 
and 3/16 in, x 1/8 in, longerons and uprights and1/2 in. x 1/8 
in. top and bottom doublers in position. When the sides are 
dry glue the formers F.2, 3, 4 & 5 in position ensuring that 
they are square with the sides. Add the 1/4 in. soft balsa sheet 
to the lower and upper nose area. Glue internally to the 
battery compartment to the rear of F.2, the3/8 in. bottom sheet 
and the side framework, 1/8 in, sheet latex or synthetic rubber 
sheet to act as shock absorption for the DEAC cells. Note: 
Plastic foam is not sufficiently resilient for lining purposes 
but ideal for holding the batteries loosely in position within 
the battery compartment. Add top 1/8 in, plywood nose block. 
Draw in the fuselage ends and glue in position formers F.6, 
and the tailblock with 1 mm. ply plate end, and 1/8 in. sq. 

cross members. When all is set top and bottom 1/16, and 3/32 in. sheeting can be added, including the 
1/16 in. ply for the main undercarriage and the 16 gauge piano wire tail skid bound to 1/16 in. ply if a 
conventional two wheel u/c is to be fitted.
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Covering and Finish. The model should be covered in lightweight nylon or heavyweight tissue. Pin down 
all flying surfaces when doping to prevent warps. Colour dope should be kept to minimum as this 
represents wasted weight but the model should be thoroughly fuel proofed to avoid seepage of fuel into 
the structure, particularly beneath the engine.
Escapement Installation. The escapement is mounted on a 1/16 in. ply former in the normal way with 1/8 
in. sq. guides to slide the escapement in and out. Cut a piece of 12 or 14 g. brass tubing 1 1/16 in. long 
and flatten the ends in a vice. Drill two holes each side approximately 3/16 in, and13/16 in. from centre to 
centre. Solder this rocker arm onto the drive hook of the escapement. With the wings in position cut two 
18 s.w.g. piano wire pushrods to length, bend one at 90 deg. and solder to the rocker arm with cup 
washers. Cut small lengths of 16 g. tubing, flatten the ends and drill to receive 18 g. aileron horns, and 
solder then to the pushrod arms so that the ailerons are level. Test for linkage freedom of movement. The 
amount of "throw" will depend on which hole on the rocker arm is used.
Radio Installation due to the variety of radio 
control equipment presently available, no 
specific instructions are given for installation, 
but the use of DEACs is strongly recommended 
for the reasons of nose weight and reliability.
Test Flying. Check the functioning of the radio 
gear and check again, now wait for right 
weather conditions. If you are sure there are no warps, and that the C. of G. is correctly located then test 
glide in the most suitable area you can find, the launch should be fast and straight. Correct any turn with 
opposite rudder and dive or climb by adjusting tailplane incidences 1/64 in. at a time. When the
glide appears O.K. test with engine running radio on, have the engine running at near full power and get 
somebody to launch for you. If power stalling occurs adjust with downthrust on the engineer i.e. washers 
between engine top bolts and bulkhead, note turn under power and if this is the same on the glide adjust 
with rudder if under power only adjust with opposite side thrust.
Remember, ailerons can take a little longer to become effective than rudder so try to anticipate signals 
and stop transmitting in good time too. The prototype has also been flown as a rudder only model

But in this case it is suggested that the dihedral   is increased to1 5/8 in sunder each wing tip. 

Well that’s it shame to say I’ve run out of space and time, there was more to put in this month so 
will have to wait until November.
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